CONFIGURATION

This guide includes the following Topics:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Control Panel (page 2)
General Configuration (page 3)
Managing Users (page 9)
Managing Resources (page 10)
Managing Booking Types (page 12)
Managing Services and Packages (page 15)
Manage Marketing Categories (page 24)
Manage Security Settings (page 26)

TOPIC 1: Control Panel
To access the Control Panel, click on ‘Tools’ and select ‘Control Panel’.

The Control Panel is where all aspects of the system are configured and maintained.
Click on the relevant Menu item to configure the relevant settings.
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TOPIC 2: General Configuration
Control Panel

General Settings

Edit Business or Studio Details

This is where you enter the details of your business. This information will be used throughout the
system and when producing documents.
Control Panel

General Settings

Configure General Application Settings

TIP: Any settings that are marked with an * require the closure of ClientConnect for the new
configuration changes to take effect.
Booking Explorer Options - These settings determine how the Booking Explorer looks and
behaves.
Tick the days that the business is open and enter the start and end times for each day.
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Only display nominated work hours in the Booking Explorer - If this checkbox is ticked, the
Booking Explorer will only display times from the earliest to the latest available time based on this
configuration. e.g. if open 6am to 9pm Mon to Fri then this is will be the time period displayed on
the booking grid. If the checkbox is not ticked these times will be the default viewing times but
the explorer will show the full 24hrs in a day. The out of business hours time is displayed in a
contrasting darker colour than that of the business hours of a resource.
Allow double-bookings in the Booking Explorer - If this checkbox is ticked the Booking
Explorer will allow multiple bookings for the same resource in the same time slot. To prevent
double bookings for the same time do not tick the checkbox. We recommend this be not ticked.
Warn if creating new booking that is in the past - If this checkbox is ticked, the system will
generate a prompt to warn of the time issue but the user will have the ability to continue to make
the booking should it be for a legitimate reason. This feature is to prevent users accidentally
making a booking for a time that has already passed. We recommend this be ticked.
Use a popup selection instead of a drop-down list to select booking types - The system allows
the choice of using a pop- up screen or a dropdown list to display the choice of booking types when
making a booking. Tick the checkbox to use the pop- up screen in preference to the dropdown list.
Disallow completing bookings prior to booking date - Tick this checkbox and enter a grace
period in minutes to prevent users from marking bookings as complete prior to the booking time. It
is important to note that the booking status cannot be changed once set. The Grace Period is the
maximum number of minutes prior to the booking time that bookings can be marked as ‘Attended’
or ‘Late Cancel’ (e.g. a setting of 15mins will allow for early attendance).
Display time ruler in 24 hour time format - If this checkbox is ticked the Booking Explorer
displays the time ruler in 24 hour time. If left not ticked the time ruler will display in AM/PM
format.
Bold bookings that are not yet full in the Booking Explorer – If this checkbox is ticked any
bookings which have free slots available will be displayed in BOLD.
TIP: Ensure that you save any changes to the configuration.
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General Settings - These settings determine the general behavior of the system.

Do not search by client Card Number as a default - If this checkbox is ticked it turns off the
auto search feature and allows you to use the ‘Find’ option within the system.
Always allow InfoView reporting options on InfoView screens – If this checkbox is ticked it
allows the user the ability to customize the views and reports within the Client and Enquiry screen.
Allow Expiry Dates on Client Messages - If this checkbox is ticked it allows the user to set an
expiry date on client messages within the system. If this is left unticked the message remains
active until such time that someone marks it as read.
When flagging a follow-up, default to: __ days from today’s date - This setting determines the
default value for how far into the future to set the ‘Follow Up Date’ when entering a flag for an
enquiry or client. The default value can be changed when entering the flag.
Display client names in this format: - This droplist allows you to select how the Client Name
appears when used in views and reports.
GST rate %: - This setting allows the GST rate to be adjusted for different countries.
Starting Client Card Number: - The value entered in this box allows you to set the starting
number for client cards. The default is fo r the client card number sequence to start at ‘1’. It can be
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set to match any existing client ID numbers, pre-printed cards or key tags currently used for client
identification. It is not recommended to ever change this to a value lower than the highest current
card number allocated by the system.
Use Advanced Editor for InfoViews - If this checkbox is ticked it allows users to manipulate the
screen views using the advanced editing features.
Enforce Client address suburbs as upper-case letters – If this checkbox is ticked it changes the
Suburb field to upper case on data entry.
Enable full auditing features - If this checkbox is ticked it enforces the entry of a password to
perform certain tasks within the system. This provides increased security by controlling who can
perform those tasks e.g. ‘Take Payment’, ‘Make Status Changes’ etc.
Force entry of Due Date for invoices at point-of-sale – If this checkbox is ticked it makes the
Due Date field a mandatory field when selling.

Visual Settings – These settings determines the effects used by the system when changing screens.

Animation Effect: - Select the preferred Animation Effect or select ‘None’ to remove all effects.
Default Workspace: - Select the default screen to be displayed when ClientConnect is opened.
This can be either the Booking Explorer or Clients and Enquiries screen. In future releases POS
will be another option.
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Client Sessions Options - These settings determine how the system behaves when a booking is
being made and/or marked as attended.

Warn if a client is inactive - If this checkbox is ticked it makes the system display a warning
message if selecting a client with a status of inactive.
Warn if client has overdue payments - If this checkbox is ticked it makes the system display the
client’s account screen if they owe money when marking them as ‘Attended’.
Disallow empty service selection when making a booking - If this checkbox is ticked it will
prevent bookings being made for clients who have no remaining sessions, therefore forcing the
sale of a service prior to the booking being added. Leaving this checkbox unticked will allow
users to make bookings for clients who have no remaining sessions. If this is left unticked, it is
advisable to tick the next checkbox (Participants must have valid session selected when marking
sessions as attended) to ensure the booking cannot be marked as complete without a service first
being sold to the client.
Participants must have valid session selected when marking sessions as attended - If this
checkbox is ticked it will enforce that a service is sold to a client prior to the booking being
completed therefore decreasing the risk of human error or not charging a client for their sessions.
Instalment Packages - These settings determine the default values used for instalment packages
and the setup of SPBilling for direct client billing.

Default Period - Select the Default period for generating invoices for instalment packages.
Default Invoice Term: __ days from Transaction date - Enter the number of days for the default
invoice terms.
SPBilling Application: - Select the location of the SP_Billing.exe application. This is usually
C:\Program Files\ClientConnect PT Edition\
Export Folder: - This is the location of the folder where the generated files will be saved. This is
usually C:\Program Files\ClientConnect PT Edition\BillingFiles
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Client Account Templates - These settings allow you to select the MS Word templates used for
Receipts, Invoices and Statements.

Letterhead Margins - These settings allow you to set the print margins.

IMPORTANT: Click the ‘Save’ button to save all new or changed configuration settings.
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TOPIC 3: Setting up Users
Control Panel

Staff and Bookings Settings

Manage Users

Click ‘New’ to add a new user or ‘Edit’ to change the details of an existing user.
TIP: To edit a user you can also select the user and right mouse click or double click on a user.

Enter the relevant details for the user.
Mandatory fields are identifiable by the *.

The Security Level determines what features the user has access to within the system. Refer to
Topic 8 to see how to Manage Security Settings.
Click ‘OK’ to save the record or changes. Click ‘Cancel’ to discard the record or changes.
TIP: To disallow a user further access to the system, click the ‘Obsolete’ checkbox.
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TOPIC 4: Managing Resources
Control Panel

Staff and Bookings Settings

Manage Booking Resources

Click ‘New’ to add a new resource or ‘Edit’ to change the details of an existing resource.
TIP: To edit a resource you can also select the user and right mouse click or double click on a
user.

Select the relevant Resource Type for the new resource. This can be a Staff Member, an Item or
an Area.

TIP: To make a resource no longer available for bookings, tick the ‘Obsolete’ checkbox.
Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of a new resource.
Name the Resource. Different detail will be required depending on the Resource Type selected.
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Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of a new resource.

Select the relevant ‘Booking Group’ and required colour for this resource when it is displayed in
the Booking Explorer.
TIP: Typing a new group name into the Booking Group field will add a new group to the drop
down list.
Click ‘Next’ to continue and ‘Finish’ to save the new record or changes made to the resource
record.
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TOPIC 5: Managing Booking Types
Control Panel

Staff and Bookings Settings

Manage Booking Types

Click ‘New’ to add a new booking type or ‘Edit’ to change the details of an existing booking type.
TIP: To edit a Booking Type you can also select the user and right mouse click or double click on
a user.

Enter a Name for the new booking type - this should be a name that makes it easily identifiable on
the Booking Explorer.

Select/Enter the Category that the booking type belongs to.
TIP: Typing in a new Category name adds it to the drop down list.
Select the Booking Colour to be used on the Booking Explorer for this booking type.
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Tick the This is the default booking type checkbox to make this booking type the default booking
type when making a booking. It is important to note that there can only be one default so each time
this checkbox is ticked it overrides any previously set default booking type.
Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the new booking type.
Enter the ‘Maximum Participants Allowed’ for this booking type.
TIP: The system will prompt once the maximum capacity is full but will allow over bookings if the
user decides to override the warning.

Click ‘Next’ to continue setting up the new booking type.
Enter the respective values for Time Slot Increments, Minimum, Maximum and Default Durations
for this booking type.
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The ‘Time Slot Increments’ will determine the possible duration of each booking - e.g. if the time
slot increments are 15 mins and the min duration is 30 mins and the max duration is 90 mins then
bookings can be made for 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 mins. If the time slot increments are 30 mins then
bookings can only be made for 30, 60 and 90mins.
The ‘Minimum Duration’ determines the shortest possible booking time that can be set for each
booking of this type.
The ‘Maximum Duration’ determines the longest possible booking time that can be set for each
booking of this type.
The ‘Default Duration’ determines the duration that defaults into the booking when this booking
type is selected. The required duration can then be changed to one of the possible duration times
based on the above settings.
Click ‘Next’ to continue and ‘Finish’ to save the new record or changes made to the booking type
record.
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TOPIC 6: Managing Services and Packages
Control Panel
Services

Stock, Services and Lookup Settings

Manage Stock Items and Session

Click ‘New’ to add a session, package or stock item, or ‘Edit’ to change the details of an existing
session, package or stock item.
TIP: To edit a Stock Type you can also select the user and right mouse click or double click on a
user.

Select the relative Stock Item Type for the item or service to be setup.
Option 1 – Single Session
These are single visit sessions for any type of service offered. They are generally Paid In Full at
the either the time of booking or at the time the session is completed depending on the Business
Rules in place.

Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the single session.
Enter an Item Name for the single session being setup. Choose a name that will make it easily
identified when selling the service. This should include the duration of the session if this service is
available in different durations to make each option easily identified through the selling process.
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Select/enter the Stock Group that categorises this Single Session for grouping and reporting
purposes.
TIP: Typing a new name into the Stock Group field will add it to the drop down list.
Enter a Stock Keeping Unit Code (SKU Code) that is a unique ID for this package. This can be a
numeric, alphanumeric or text entry.
TIP: If you are assigning a barcode to this service then this should be used for the SKU Code.
TIP: Use codes that group certain services for easy identification – e.g. all PT start with PT, all
Group Exercise start with GE etc.

Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the single session.
Enter the number of weeks the session is valid for. This will determine the expiry date of the
session. If the session does not have an expiry date leave the number of weeks as ‘0’ - this will
leave the expiry date blank.

Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the single session.
Enter the session price in the Item Value field.
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The system will calculate the Total Sale Value figure.
Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the single session.
Click on ‘Finish’ to save the new single session or save changes to an existing session record.
Option 2 – Package (Multiple Sessions)
These are any multi-session package whether it is to be paid in full (PIF) or paid by installments.
Packages can be generated for any service offered - e.g. PT, Group Exercise, Solarium.

Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the package.
A) PIF Package
Enter an Item Name relative to the package being setup that will make it easily identified when
selling the service.
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Select/enter the Stock Group that categorises this package for grouping and reporting purposes.
TIP: Typing a new name into the Stock Group field will add it to the dropdown list.
Enter a Stock Keeping Unit Code (SKU Code) that is a unique ID for this package. This can be a
numeric, alphanumeric or text entry.
TIP: If you are assigning a barcode to this service then this should be used for the SKU Code.
TIP: Use codes that group certain services for easy identification – e.g. all PT start with PT, all
Group Exercise start with GE etc.
Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the package.
If setting up a PIF package leave the Package is to be paid for on a recurring basis checkbox
unchecked, as it is not relative to this package type.

Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the package.
Enter the number of weeks for which the package is valid - this will determine the expiry date
calculated from when the package is sold.
Enter the number of sessions to be allocated to the client purchasing the package.
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Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the package.
Enter the cost of the package exclusive of any Joining Fee that is to be charged into the Item
Value field (the Joining Fee will be added to this price).

If a Joining Fee is to be charged in addition to the package price enter the joining fee in the Oneoff Joining Fee (PIF) field.
The system will calculate the Total Sale Value figure by adding the Item Value and One-Off
Joining Fee figures together.
Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the package.
Click ‘Finish’ to save the new package or changes made to the existing package.
B) Recurring Package (paid off by installments)
Enter an Item Name relative to the package being setup that will make it easily identified when
selling the service. This should include the number of sessions per week (if applicable) and the
frequency of payments to make each option easily identified through the selling process.
Select/Enter the Stock Group that categorises this package for grouping and reporting purposes.
TIP: Typing a new name into the Stock Group field will add it to the dropdown list.
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Enter a Stock Keeping Unit Code (SKU Code) that is a unique ID for this package. This can be a
numeric, alphanumeric or text entry.
TIP: If you are assigning a barcode to this service then this should be used for the SKU Code.
TIP: Use codes that group certain services for easy identification - e.g. all PT start with PT, all
Group Exercise start with GE etc
Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the package.
The Frequency field will determine the due date of recurring charges – e.g. Fortnightly will
generate individual charges dated a fortnight apart for the duration of the package.

The ‘Add all sessions to package’ option will add all allowable sessions for the package at the
point of sale with an expiry period determined by the configuration of the package.
The ‘Renew session count per frequency period’ option allows the user to limit the number of
sessions used in a given period by renewing the session count for each frequenc y period (e.g. 4
visits every fortnight) – visits cannot be accumulated using this method.
Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the package.
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Enter the number of weeks the package is valid for into the Keep recurring for: field. This will
determine the expiry period of the allocated sessions and will determine the number of installments
to be charged and therefore the amount of each installment.
Enter the number of sessions to be allocated to the client when purchasing this package.

Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the package.
Enter the cost of the package exclusive of any Joining Fee that is to be charged into the Item
Value field (the Joining Fee will be added to this price).
If a Joining Fee is to be charged in addition to the package price enter the joining fee in the Oneoff Joining Fee (PIF) field.
The system will calculate the Total Sale Value by adding the Item Value and the One-off Joining
Fee together.
The system will calculate the Amount per Recurrence figure based on the package cost divided
by the number of weeks the package is valid for. The Joining Fee will be added to the first initial
installment charge as a one-off cost.

Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the package.
Click ‘Finish’ to save the new package or save changes to an existing package.
Option 3 – Inventory Item
Inventory Items are non-service items that are sold by the business. These are relative only to the
Point of Sale system that is still under development.
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Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the inventory item.
Enter an Item Name relative to the Stock Item being setup that will make it easily identified when
selling the stock item.
Select/enter the Stock Group that categorises this stock item for grouping and reporting purposes.
TIP: Typing a new name into the Stock Group field will add it to the dropdown list.
Enter a Stock Keeping Unit Code (SKU Code) that is a unique ID for this stock item. This can be
a numeric, alphanumeric or text entry. If the product being entered has a Barcode ID use this as
the SKU Code.
TIP: If the stock item or product has a barcode ID then this should be used for the SKU Code. This
will enable stock items to be scanned in the Point of Sale (POS) System.
TIP: Use codes that group certain services for easy identification - e.g. all PT start with PT, all
Group Exercise start with GE etc.

Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the stock item.
Enter the sale price of the stock item in the Item Value field.
The system will calculate the Total Sale Value figure.
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Click ‘Next’ to continue the setup of the inventory item.
Click ‘Finish’ to save the new stock item or save changes made to an existing stock item record.
TIP: To make any Single Session, Package or Stock Item inactive, click the ‘Stock Item is
Obsolete’ checkbox in the bottom left hand corner of the screen.
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TOPIC 7: Manage Marketing Categories
Control Panel

Stock, Services and Lookup Settings

Manage Marketing Categories

Click ‘New’ to add a new Marketing Category or ‘Edit’ to change an existing category.

Select the Category Type to add an entry for.
Enquiry Method is the way in which an initial enquiry was made - e.g. Email, Phone or Walk-In.
Enquiry Source is how the Enquiry/Client found out about your business - e.g. website, direct
mailout, referral, etc
Client Category is a way of grouping different types of clients for sorting and reporting purposes e.g. different pPackage types, Pay As You Go (PAYG) clients, corporate clients, etc.
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TIP: Typing a new name into Description field will add it to the drop down list used in the New
Enquiry screen and the Marketing tab of a Client record.
Click ‘OK’ to save the new record or save change to the existing category record.
TIP: To change the sort order of the categories on the screen use the ‘Customise’ feature in Info
View Options (click on Quick Reports to display the InfoView options at the bottom of the screen).
After clicking the ‘Customise’ button, click on the Columns button then use the ‘Sorting’ feature to
sort by columns. In the ‘Then By’ drop down list select Description to have the Category
Description displayed in alphabetical order under their relative Category Type.
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TOPIC 8: Manage Security Settings
Control Panel

Staff and Bookings Settings

Manage Security Settings

The Security Access Levels have been structured in a three-tier format based around roles.
Normal - trainers etc. who are allowed limited functionality in the system.
Manager - is allowed more functionality than a ‘normal’ user but is not permitted to perform all
functions within the system.
Administrator – is allowed access to all functionality to do anything within the system.
The system works on the theory that a normal user can only do the functions nominated to the
‘Access Level Required’ of ‘Normal’. The ‘Manager’ Access Level can perform all ‘Normal’
functions plus those specifically nominated as ‘Manager’. The ‘Administrator’ Access Level can
perform all functions of all security levels.
Normal = Normal
Manager = Normal + Manager
Administrator = Normal + Manager + Administrator

Click ‘Save’ to save the amended access levels.
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